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ABSTRACT

A system and method for operating one or more games for a
plurality of players including identifying at least two players
participating in a selected one of the games at the expi ration
of a predetermined time period, and establishing a wager pool
corresponding to a total of wager amotmts from each of the
identified players. The wager pool is reduced by a takeout
amount. One or more random numbers are generated, and one
or more winners of the selected game are determined based on
the one or more random numbers. Funds are distributed from
the wager pool to the determined one or more winners of the
selected game.
44 C laims, 6 Drawing Sheets
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CASHLESS COMPUTERIZED VIDEO GAME
SYSTEM AND METHOD

ting can be found at a table Poker game or at a thoroughbred
horse race. In both cases, the gaming operator or house establishes a player wagering pool dedicated only to that particular
game of chance, event, or series of events. The house then
takes a slice of money off the top of the player pool, called a
"takeout." This takeout amount is, in essence, a commission
to the gam ing operator for sponsoring the event(s) or game.
The typical commission percentage for table Poker is usually
no more than 5% of the player pool for each hand or for each
game. In a thoroughbred horse race, the typical takeout or
commission is I 0-15% of the total player pool dedicated to
tl1at race.
In a pari-mutuel betting format, players are competing with
each other for winnings from a game of chance, event, or
series of events and the gaming operator has no stake in the
outcome of the game of chance or the event(s). As soon as the
commission or takeout is removed from ilie player pool, the
gaming operator is completely indifferent to the outcome of
the game or event(s). Unlike ilie fixed odds payout system
described earlier, the pari-mutuel pool is shared exclusively
with the winning players and the house has no risk of a
monetary loss due to ilie short-term volatility of the game or
event(s). In reality, over long periods of time, these two betting systems provide very similar financial results , from the
perspective of the gaming operator. But in the short-term, and
in the actual mechanics of each betting system, the two are
very different.
Casinos generally use the "banked" system referred to
previously for ilieir table games and slot machines. In this
way, a player is competing for winnings against the gaming
operator directly, using ilie fixed odds payout method
described above. The game of Poker is a clear exception, as it
can be played at a casino table in a pari-mutuel format. On a
video machine, however, poker is played in a banked fom1at
as the player is only playing against the fixed odds of the
banked system, and not against oilier players. Decisions by
any player do not impact in any way the decisions of other
players playing ilie same gan1e.
Most table games and slot machines in a traditional casino
operate ana pay-as-you go, cash basis (i.e. , through ilie use of
coins and currency), with players participating in games of
chance and event(s) in a manner which is independent of the
actions of other players. When a casino or gaming operator
relies on tllis type affixed odds payout system, it is difficult to
organize games of chance and event(s) in a manner wllich
allows the creation of pari-mutuel player winnings pools and
ilie ability of players to compete against each other for winnings .
Computer technology has advanced to the point where it is
now possible to create a "cashless" gan1ing environment, in
which players can participate in games of chance and event(s)
using pre-established wagering accounts located on a network consisting of central computers and linked player terminals . This computer network system is capable of creating
player winnings pools, subtracting a takeout or commission
for ilie gaming operator, and clistributing the remaining balance of funds to winning players in a classic pari-mutuel
format . Among other benefits, such a pari-mutuel gaming
system and method could permit players to participate in a
new and different gaming environment, while at the same
time reducing ilie short-term volatility of the revenues and
profits of a gaming operator, at least when compared to a
traditional fixed odds payout system.
It therefore would be desirable to have a computer network
which is capable of operating casino games in a pari-mutuel
format .

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATION
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1l1is application is a continuation of U.S . patent application Ser. No. I 0/320,482, filed Dec. 17, 2002, which claims
priority from U.S. Provisional Patent Application No . 60/339,
779, filed Dec. 17, 2001. The contents of these applications to
are incorporated herein by reference in their entirety.
FIELD OF THE INVENTION
The present invention relates generally to quick response
production systems, and more particularly to a system and
method for generating large volume productions of custom
plush products.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
Gambling is a popular activity as reflected by the rapid
increase in the number of casinos, as well as the increase in
U.S. states that have casinos . These casinos deal with millions
of dollars of transactions and generate equally substantial
revenues. Casinos make their money by relying on the mathematical probability that a certain event or series of events
will occur. For example, in the American version of the game
of Roulette, there are 38 numbers that a player can bet on
(1-36, 0, and 00). The correct mathematical odds of hitting
one ofthese38 numbers is 37-1. However, the casino will pay
a winner only 35-1 odds, providing the casino (or the "house"
as it is commonly referred to) with approximately a 5.26%
advantage over the player.
This approach applies to other games, such as Craps, a
popular and fast dice game. A bet on the "Pass" line pays 1-1
odds (even money) ; however, the true mathematical odds are
slightly less than 50%, providing the house with approximately a 1.4% advantage over the player.
Casinos agree to pay players these fixed odds payouts,
guaranteeing these payouts no matter how many players are
playing these games and, more importantly, how many players are winning or losing at these games. This means that the
casino is telling the player that a correct selection in Roulette
will pay 35-1 odds, no matter what else is being bet on this
Roulette table and irrespective of the performance of other
players at the same table or other tables.
By making these guaranteed, fixed odds payouts, a casino
is serving as the banker for the outcome of these games, thus
the term "banked" games. The casino cannot predict the outcome of any one particular game, of course, but the actual
results will statistically end up at their true mathematical odds
over long periods of time, with thousands and thousands of
transactions. The difference between these true mathematical
odds and the actual results, with a built-in house advantage of
a favorable fixed payout schedule, is how a casino derives a
profit for these games.
A pari -mutuel betting system works a little differently.
Invented in the 19';, century in France, this betting system
requires the separation of tl1e amounts which are wagered by
the participating players into : (! )a predetermined payment
representing the gaming operator's profit, and (2) a player
witmings pool, which represents the balance of the amounts
wagered by the participating players after the gaming operator is paid. In a pari-mun1el system, players usually make
wagers on a particular game of chance, event, or series of
events. The two most common examples of pari-mutuel bet-
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
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110 converts information from the player terminals 100 to the
TCP-IP protocol and communicates the converted messages
to the central control network 104 via the hub network 108.
Briefly, in one aspect of the present invention, a system and
Hub network 108 preferably comprises an Ethernet network.
method for operating one or more games for a plurality of
As shown in FIG. 1, a group of playerterminals 1 OOa-1 OOn
players including identifying at least two players participatare serviced by a single game server 102 and a single terminal
ing in a selected one of the games at the expiration of a
server 110. In a preferred embodiment, a single game server
predetermined time period, and establishing a wager pool
102 and single terminal server 110 service up as many as
corresponding to a total of wager amounts from each of the
thirty-two player terminals. Additional groups of player teridentified players. The wager pool is reduced by a takeout
amount. One or more random numbers are generated, and one 10 minals (not shown) are connected to the central control network 104 via the hub network 108. As with the group of
or more winners of the selected game are determined based on
player terminals 100a-1 00n, any additional groups of player
the one or more random numbers. Funds are distributed from
terminals are also preferably serviced by a single game server
the wager pool to the determined one or more winners of the
and are connected to the hub network via a single ternlinal
selected game.
15 server. Thus, in accordance with the present invention, a
ganling system may comprise hundreds or thousands of
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ORAWINGS
player terminals. A single game server and a single terminal
server service a group ofplayerterminals, and central control
The accompanying drawings , which are incorporated in
network 104 controls all the groups of player ternlinals.
and constitute a part of the specification, illustrate presently
FIG. 2 illustrates a block diagram of a player terminall 00
preferred implementations of the invention. Together with the 20
in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention.
general description given above and the detailed description
Player terminals 100 differ from conventional electronic slot
of tl1e preferred embodiments given below, the drawings
machine-type video game temunals because they do not
explain the principles of tl1e invention.
receive coins or currency and do not pay off winners with
In the drawings :
FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a system for operating several 25 coins or currency. Rather, in accordance with a preferred
embodiment of the present invention, player terminals 100
electronic games for a plurality of players in accordance with
accept a magnetic card, smart card, or key (referred to generione embodiment of the present invention;
cally as magnetic card), and communicate with the central
FIG. 2 is a block diagran10fa player terminal in accordance
control network 104 to debit and credit a player's account
with one embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a game server in accordance 30 based on amOtmts wagered by the player for each game.
Referring to FIG. 2, player ternunal100 comprises a conwith one embodiment of the present invention;
troller 200, player interface 202, game player 204, magnetic
FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a central control network in
card reader 206, keypad 208 , counter 210, and video display
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention;
212. Player interface 202 preferably comprises a software
FIGS. Sa and Sb are process flow diagrams illustrating a
method of operating a video game system in accordance with 35 application for displaying video graphics to attract a player to
the player terminal. Game player 204 preferably comprises
one embodiment of the present invention; and
software applications running electronic games of chance,
FIG. 6 is a process flow diagram illustrating a method of
such as poker, blackj ack, pull tabs, lotto, keno, or bingo. These
operating a video gan1e system in accordance with another
games are preferably conventional video games of chance
embodiment of the present invention.
40 except that, as described below, they receive a random numDETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
ber from the external game server 102 and base a win/lose
EMBOD IM ENT
result on that random number and the player's selection(s). In
accordance with the invention, each player terminal100 plays
Reference will now be made in detail to the construction
any one of several games independently of the others. Thus,
and operation of preferred implementations of the present 45 witlun a group of player terminals such as player tem1inals
invention illustrated in the accompanying drawings. In those
100a-100n, several players may be playing poker while othdrawings , like elements and operations are designated with
ers play keno and still others play bingo . Regardless of the
the same reference nnmbers when possible.
game, the player terminals 100 determine a result of the game
The following description of the preferred implementabased on the random number from the game server 102.
tions of the present invention are only examples of the inven- 50
Magnetic card reader 206 preferably comprises a convention. The present invention is not limited to these implementionalmagnetic card reader capable of reading a credit cardtations, but may be realized by oilier implementations.
or smart card-type player identification card. The type of card
FIG. 1 shows a block di agram of a cashless video game
will dictate the type of card reader.
system in accordance with a preferred embodinlent of the
Keypad 208 preferably comprises a conventional alphanupresent invention. As shown, the system generally comprises 55 meric or numeric key entry device. Keypad 208 pem1its a
a plurality of player terminals 100a-100n, a game server 102
player to enter a personal identification number ("PIN") to
connected to each of the player terminals 100a-100n, and a
verifY the player at the player terminal100 .
central control network 104 connected to each player termiVideo display 212 preferably comprises a conventional
nal for administering and controlling the playertemunals 100
touch screen video monitor for displaying video graphics and
and for maintaining player accounts. Gan1e server 102 pref- 60 receiving player inputs. A touch screen is not necessary, howerably connects to the player ternlinals 100 via a daisy-chain
ever, since player inputs can be made through keypad 208.
connection 106 and communicates via the RS-422 protocol.
The counter 210 preferably comprises a conventional digiThe central control network 104 connects to each player
tal cOtmting device for counting a predeternlined interval
ternlinal100 via a hub network 108 and a ternlinal server 110.
between game plays. The counter 210 helps synchronize
In a preferred embodiment, the system also includes a 65 operation.
ternunal server 110 connected to each player ternunal 100
As described above, electronic games of chance rely on
and communicates via the RS-232 protocol. Tern1inal server
randomly generated numbers to detennine wins and losses.
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Although the video games are preferably played by game
player 204 at the player terminals, the random number from
which the games player 204 determines wins and loses at each
player terminal is generated by the game server 102 servicing
those player terminals 100.
Thus, as shown in FIG. 3, game server 102 preferably
comprises a random number generator 300 and a counter 302.
Game server 102 preferably generates random numbers once
during a predetermined period, e.g., every few seconds, as
determined by counter 302. During a given predetermined
period, if a player at player terminal 100 enters a wager and
presses the "Play" button, the player must await the display of
the next set of winning numbers . In the meantime, as soon as
the "Play" button is selected, player terminal 100 notifies
game server 102 and game server 102 enrolls that player
terminallOO in the next game.
Upon expiration of the predetermined period, game server
102 generates one or more random numbers for each type of
game offered at player terminals 100 that it services. Game
server 102 then sends the random numbers corresponding to
the selected game at enrolled player tenninal 100. Player
terminal1 00 receives the corresponding random numbers and
determines the win or loss of that game.
Each number in the generated set of randomnun1bers may
represent the winning nun1ber. For example, if keno is
selected at player terminal 100 that is enrolled for the next
game, game server 102 generates a set of twenty winning
numbers. If the result of the game depends on a graphical
figure, for example, Lucky Gem where three consecutive
diamonds result in a winning jackpot, a predetennined numher represents a certain shape of gem. Random numbers can
also be translated into colors and other symbols, including
playing cards. To ensure proper randomization, however,
game server 102 randomly or periodically changes the number corresponding to a certain graphical figure , color or symbol.
In another embodiment consistent with the present invention, game server 102 may generate a single set of random
numbers and transmit them to player terminals 100. Player
terminals 100 would then convert the single set of random
numbers to game-specific numbers, colors or symbols corresponding to the selected game at that terminal. This simplifies
the tasks at game server 102 by generating only a single set of
random numbers regardless of what games are selected at
player terminals 100. Additionally, tllis embodiment alleviates the need for game server 102 to maintain enrollment
information of player tenninals 100. Player terminals 100
would, however, need to perform additional computation in
converting the set of random numbers to game-specific numbers. In any event, the centralization of the random number
generation provides an efficient and effective means for controlling the games, increases the average number of games
played, and helps reduce fraud.
Because of the predetermined interval between generations of random numbers, a player who makes a "play" during
that interval, must wait until that interval expires before the
player tenninal 100 receives the random number and deternlines a win or Joss for that "play." The interval can, of course,
be selected to be any predetermined interval to acco=odate
players and a provider of the system and games.
In accordance with the present invention, central controller
network 104 provides a centralized control means for monitoring and administering all video games and player accomus.
Central controller network 104 tracks each player activity,
preferably on a real-tin1e, per-game basis, to maintain current
and comprehensive information about the players at any time
during the player's session at player terminals 100. FIG. 4

provides a block diagram of the central control network 104
in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the invention.
Central control network 104 preferably comprises an
account server 400 running control applications 402 to provide the administrative and service functions described in this
application. Accom1t server 400 stores players ' account information in an account files database 404, stores player card
information in a player card information database 406, and
stores game result information in a game information database 408 . In addition, account server 400 preferably controls
a cashier station 410 and a customer service station 412.
Cashier station 410 preferably comprises an operator terminal 414, connected to the account server via an Ethernet
connection, a magnetic card reader 416, and a keypad 418.
Customer service station 412 preferably comprises an operator terminal 420, connected to accom1t server 400 via an
RS-232 connection, a magnetic card issue system 422, and a
keypad 424 . Magnetic card reader 416 and issue system 422
preferably comprise conventional devices for reading and
generating credit card-type magnetic cards. Likewise, keypads 418 and 424 preferably comprise conventional alphanumeric or numeric keypads, and terminals 414 and 420 preferably comprise conventional PC or networked data entry
terminals.
Although the accomll server 400 is shown as a single
element of the central control to network 104, in a preferred
embodiment account server 400 comprises fault-tolerant,
paired computers.
In addition to adnlinistering games and customer accounts,
central control network 104 also provides reports on both
using a report server 426. Account server 400 preferably
trickles information from its transaction log file in its databases 404, 406, and 408 to the report server426, which in tum
generates customized or standardized reports in accordance
with a service providers' requirements. Report server 426
may comprise, for example, an IBM RS-6000 computer and/
or an IBM AJS 400 computer. Each entry of the transaction
log file preferably contains header information such as message type, transmission number, transaction code, and player
account number to identify the type of message and transaction.
The transfer of information from account server 400 to
report server 426 preferably occurs in real-time. Although
only one physical connection may exist between account
server 400 and report server 426, account server 400 may
transfer the information in multiple logical units in parallel.
This approach is desirable during peak times when transaction volume is high.
At service station 412, a player wishing to use a player
terminal100 can establish an account and receive a magnetic
J.D. card to operate the player terminal 100. Preferably, a
player provides an operator with some identifying information, and the operator uses terminal420 to transmit this information to account server 400. Account server 400 establishes
an account file for the player in account files database 404 and
assigns a corresponding account number to that player. In
addition, the operator may ask the customer to select a PIN via
keypad 424. The player identifier information, the account
number, and an encrypted version of the PIN is then stored on
a magnetic strip on a magnetic I. D. card issued by the magnetic card issue system 422. Although not shown, customer
service station 412 may also include a scanning device for
scanning and storing a player's signature or photograph.
Likewise, customer service station 412may include a camera
for photographing the player and including a picture on the
player' s I.D. card. Accmmt server 400 stores the player's
identification information in the player card information data-
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base 406. Such information may include the player's name,
to make certain selections required by the rules of each game
including a selection of predetermined numbers, colors, and/
address, gender, birthday, and phone number. Any scanned
or symbols. For example, if the player selects keno, video
information may be stored in a separate file server. Finally, the
display 212 may display eighty nwnbers from which the
customer server status 412 may include a printer device to
player selects up to twenty nwnbers via the video display
print, for example, customer receipts.
screen 212. Player terminal 100 also displays the account
After receiving an I. D. card, the player proceeds to a cashbalance during a player session.
ier station 410 to depo sit money into his or her account. An
The player then enters his/her game choices and a wager
operator swipes the card through the magnetic card reader
amount (step 522). In a preferred embodiment, video display
416 to credit the account via the keypad 418 after receiving
payment from the player. Account server 400 stores the play- 10 212 also displays the wager amount during each game. Player
terminal1 00 responds to the waged amount by requesting the
er's account information in the account files database 404,
account server 400 to verify that the player has a sufficient
preferably including the time, date, and amount of deposit as
balance in his/her accollilt to cover the wager.
well as the resulting account balance.
When the account server 400 receives tllis request from the
Cashier station 410 also serves to pay players having positive account balances at the end of their play sessions. To 15 player terminals it makes the requested determination (step
S24). If the player has insufficient fllilds to cover the wager,
receive money, a player provides an operator at cashier station
the player terminal 100 so informs the player and either
410 with his/her J.D. card. The operator swipes the I. D. card
requests the player to enter a new wager consistent with the
to retrieve the account balance information, verifies the player
player's account balance or terminates the session (step S26).
by requesting the player to input his/her PIN via keypad 418,
and pays the player any positive account balance. Additional 20 If account server 100 determines that the account balance is
sufficient to cover the wager, player tem1inal 400 informs the
player verification measures may be required for security
player that he/she is authorized to play and requests the player
reasons. Account server 400 stores the player's account inforto select a "play" button on the video display 212 or keypad
mation in the account files database 404, preferably including
the time, date, and amow1t of withdrawal as well as the
208 (step S28). Once the player selects the "play" button,
resulting account balance. Although shown as two separate 25 player tem1inal 100 passes control to counter 210 (step S30)
and waits to receive one or more random numbers from the
stations, cashier station 410 and customer service station 414
corresponding game server 102.
may be combined as a single customer service/cashier station.
To help illustrate the operation of the cashless video game
Again, as explained above, because game server 102 is
system of the present invention, a preferred method of operagenerating a random number, or a series of random nwnbers,
tion and system process will now be explained with reference 30 at a predefined interval, the player who has selected the "play"
to the system elements in block diagrams in FIGS.1-4 and the
button during the interval must wait until the player tenninal
process flow diagram shown in FIGS. Sa and Sb.
100 receives the random number(s) to determine the results of
Referring to FIG. Sa, after opening a player account and
the play. Collilter 210 in player terminal100 keeps track of
obtaining a player l.D. card, a player logs onto a player
this interval and, in one embodiment, may display the time
terminallOO by inserting the I. D. card into the magnetic card 35 remailling between the player's selection of the "play" button
reader 206 (step SOO). Alternatively, the system does not
and the determination of a win or loss (step S32).
require player J.D. cards, so the player simply enters hi s/her
As explained above, at the end of the interval, game server
102 generates one or more random nW11bers corresponding to
assigned player accow1t nwnber using keypad 208 .
The player terminal100, which has been executing attract
each of the plurality of games at player ternlinals 100. Game
mode video graphics, reads the information from the I.D. 40 server 102 transmits to each corresponding player terminal
card, displays the player's name (step S02) sends the player
100 the random numbers corresponding to the game being
account number to the accmmt server 400, and requests the
played at player terminal 100. Player tenninal 100 receives
accotmt server 400 to verify the player's accollilt nW11ber.
the random nwnber or numbers from the game server 102
Account server 400 receives the account nwnber and, refer(step S34) and determines whether the player has won or lost
ring to the account file database 404, determines whether the 45 that game (step S36). If the player has lost, player terminal
player accowll nwnber is valid (step S04). If not, player
100 displays preselected loss grapllics explaining the losing
terminallOO informs the player and either requests the player
results (step S38). If the player wins, player terminal 100
to reenter the account number or terminates the session (step
displays preselected win graphics explaining the winning
S06).
results (step S40). As explained above, the random number( s)
If accow1t server400 detem1ines that the account number is 50 generated by game server 102 may be translated into colors or
valid, player terminal! 00 requests the player to enter his/her
symbols, including playing cards, at player terminal100.
PIN (step S08). Player terminal100 preferably encrypts the
Win or lose, player tennina11 00 sends the game result and
PIN and forwards the encrypted PIN to the accow1t server 400
game information to account server 400 (step S42). Such
(step SlO). Account server 400 receives the PIN and deterinformation may include, for example, the player terminal
mines whether the PIN is valid and corresponds to the play- 55 nwnber, game type code, game number, time, date, wager
er's accollilt number (step S12). If the PIN is not valid or does
amount, and resulting account balance. In accordance with
not correspond to the player's account number, player temlicertain requirements, some or all ofthis infom1ation may be
nal 100 either requests that the player reenter the PIN, or
encrypted in accordance with conventional encrypting techterminates the session (step S14). If the PIN is valid, player
niques. As described below, player terminal100 also mainternlinallOO displays a grapllical selection of video games on 60 tains the player's account balance during a player session.
video display 212 (step S16). As described, the video games
The account server 4 00 responds to the data from the player
may include poker, blackjack, pulltabs, lotto, keno, or bingo .
terminal100 by recording the game information in the game
Using the touch screen video display 212 or keypad 208,
information database 408 (step S44) and crediting or debiting
the player then selects a desired game (step S18). The player
the player's account the waged amount (step S46). Account
ternlinal I 00 displays the corresponding game graphics and 65 server 400 then preferably returns the updated account balrequests the player to enter game choices corresponding to
ance to the player terminal 100 (step S48). Player terminal
that game (step 520). For a particular game, a player may have
100 determines whether the returned account balance
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Central tracking of all player activity on a per-game basis
matches the account balance being tracked by the player
helps better tailor player terminals 100 based on player use
terminal 100 (step 550). This additional monitoring of the
and demand, reduce fraud, and target marketing efforts to
player's account balance helps protect the game service proplayers with certain attributes. Additionally, instantaneous
vider and the player by reducing fraud and detecting balance
information provides greater flexibility for managing gaming
inconsistencies as early as possible, ideally on a real-time,
establislm1ents. For example, such information may enable
per-game basis. Jf the account balances do not match, the
gaming establishment to access information whether player
player tem1ina1100 may prevent the player from continuing,
habits qualifY for special awards during tl1e play. It also helps
and request service assistance (step 552). If the account baldetect fraud while it is occurring, for example, by detecting
ances match, player terminal 100 preferably prompts the
10 wins that far exceed average statistical odds or a single player
player to choose whether to play again (step 554).
playing at multiple player terminals 100 simultaneously.
When a player has finished playing, he/she exits the player
Moreover, real-time maintenance of player activity enables
terminal using an appropriate touch screen command on
accurate system recovery in emergency situations such as a
video display 212 or key on the keypad 208 and returns to the
power outage.
cashier station 410 to settle his/her account. As described, 15
In the above description, players using the cashless video
using cashier termina1414, a cashier (not shown) requests the
game system of FIG. 1 are not playing against each other, but
player account information from the account server 400 and
rather are playing games individually against the computer. In
redeems the balance of the player's account to the player.
this arrangement, casinos agree to pay players fixed odds
In the preferred embodiment consistent with the present
payouts for games they win and guarantee these payouts no
invention, player terminals 100 transmit real-time to account 20 matter how many players are playing the games or how many
server 400 all player activity information input by the player.
players are willlling or losing games. By making these guaranteed, fixed odds payouts, a casino is serving as the banker
TI1is information may include, for example, the player's
for the outcome of tl1ese games, thus the tenn "banked"
account number, information on the game played, and tl1e
games.
game choices selected by the player, the wager amount, the
In addition to running the above described cashless video
willlling numbers provided by the game server 102, and a 25
game system using banked games, it is possible to adapt the
credit or debit request for crediting or debiting the player's
cashless video game system of FIG. 1 to allow for players to
account the wager amount. Account server 400 stores player
activity information at account files database 404 and player
play directly against each other. In this arrangement, casinos
do not serve as the banker for the outcome of the games.
card infom1ation database 406 . The player card information
includes player demographics data such as age, gender, and 30 Rather, payouts are provided from a pool of the players'
wagers. The casino derives its profit by taking a predetergeographic location. Accordingly, central controller network
mined portion of the player's wagers, referred to as a takeout,
104 maintains a current and comprehensive player activity
information and demographics of each player, which may be
from each pool. By relying on the pool of the players' wagers
accessed at any time by authorized personnel.
to fund the payouts from each game, the cashless video game
Report server 426 may provide a report of varying speci- 35 system can be flU1 in a pari -mutuel format, where the odds and
payouts need not be fixed.
ficity including a detailed listing of an individual player's
activity for a specified time period, a summary of a player's
A cashless video game system to run games with players
activity over a period oftime, actual number of games played
playing against each other can be implemented with substanby each player, and a summary of all players' activity on a
tially the same the system as described above with respect to
particular day or over a period of time. Report server 426 40 FIGS. 1-4. Accordingly, a description of that implementation
generates these reports periodically, for example, once every
will not be repeated below. The adaptation to inter-player
two minutes. Server 426 may then generate a player activity
games, including games with a pari-mutuel format , alters the
report outlining player gan1bling habits such as frequency of
processing of how each game is run and how payouts are
plays, favorite games, nomination of player terminals, and
made.
average amount of wagers. Such a player tracking report is 45
To help illustrate the operation of the cashless video game
valuable to casinos and players. Based on such reports, for
system for inter-player games consistent with the present
example, casinos may tailor the types, number, and wager
invention, a method or operation and system process will now
amowlt of games offered at player terminals 100 to accombe explained with reference to the system elements in block
modate player demand. Player terminals 100 may be modidiagrams in FIGS.1-4 and the process flow diagram shown in
fied periodically or interactively based on current player 50 FIG. 6.
demand.
The initial operation is similar to the operation of the cashAdditionally, casinos may use the reports as a tool to idenJess video game system discussed above with reference to
tifY players with certain characteristics for marketing purFIG. Sa. In particular, after opening a player account and
poses. One marketing tool may be to offer "free play" cards,
obtaining a player I.D. card, a player Jogs onto a player
which are w1ique player cards with non-redeemable, playable 55 terminal100 by inserting the I. D. card into the magnetic card
credits. Such cards may be used as an incentive to attract
reader 206 or simply enters his/her assigned player account
players to the casino. Casinos may also offer complimentary
number using keypad 208. TI1e player terminal tOO sends the
"free play" cards to players who spend a certain amount of
player account number to the account server 400, which
time playing games. Player's account number along with
determines whether the player account number is valid. If
expiration date and tin1e of the free play cards may be printed 60 valid, the player enters his/her PIN, and the account server
on the card. Upon expiration such date and time, player ter400 determines whether the PIN is valid and corresponds to
minals 100 will not recognize the free play card .Additionally,
the player's account number.
casinos may program cashier stations 410 to restrict withWith reference to FIG. 6, if the PIN is valid, player terminal
drawals on the free play cards to only amounts greater than
100 displays a graphical selection of video games on video
the face value of the card. The redemption period may also be 65 display 212 (step 602). The video games may include, for
restricted, for example, as a predetem1ined number of days
example, poker, blackjack, pulltabs, lotto, keno, bingo, as
after tl1e expiration date.
well as other casino games played in a pari-mutuel format. It
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should be understood that the player terminal 100 can also
offer the games to be played an inter-player arrangement or in
a format where the player plays individually against the computer, as described above. If the player terminallOO displays
more than one game choice, the player selects which game he
or she wishes to play and enters theamOlmt ofhis or her wager
(step 604).
The account server 400 verifies that the player has sufficient ftmds in his or her deposit/winnings account for the
amount of the wager (step 606). The amount of the wager
permitted by the player may be restricted based on the specific
rules for the particular game being played . For examp le, if the
rules of the game call for one winner to receive all of the
proceeds of the player winnings pool, described below, the
game may require a tmiform wager amount for each player
participating in that game.
After the wager has been recorded, the account server 400
deducts the amount of the wager from the player's account
(step 608) . The video display 212 on the playerterminallOO
can display the anwunt wagered and the funds remaining in
the deposit/winnings account.
All of the inter-player games offered at each player terminal 100 are played automatically, according to pre-established time sequences, regardless of whether or not wagers
have been made by any player. Since all games operate continuously, players do not activate any of the offered games
from any of the player terminals 100.
After a wager has been recorded, the player presses a
button or a touch-screen command on the video display 212 to
indicate when he or she is ready to enter the next game offered
at the player terminal 100 (step 610). Before each game
begins, and, in some cases, during the play of an individual
game, the player also may be asked to make certain selections
or decisions required by the rules of each game.
As players decide to enter the next game offered, the central controller network 104 creates a collective, pari-mutuel
pool of all wagers that have been recorded for that game (step
612) . This pari-mutuel pool is called the gro ss wagers pool.
The gross wagers pool is closed as soon as a particular game
begins.
At regular intervals, game server 102 randomly generates a
pre-determined amount of numbers, symbols, and/or colors,
as required by the rules of each game. The numbers, symbols
and/or colors chosen by game server 102 are simultaneously
displayed on the video display 212 of each player terminal
100 participating in a particular gante.
As each game begins and is being played, the central controller network 104 deducts an amount from the gross wagers
pool (step 614). This deducted amount is referred to as the
takeout amount. Tite takeout amount can be calculated, for
example, as a certain percentage or some predetermined
amount of the gross wagers pool. The balance remaining after
deducting the takeout amount from the gross wagers pool is
called the player winnings pool.
After each game has been played, the account server 400
records the outcome of the game and determines individual
player winnings (step 616). There may be one winner of the
player winnings pool or multiple winners, depending on the
rules for each game. For games with multiple winners, the
player winnings pool is allocated using a pari-mutuel format,
in proportion to the amount(s) wagered on the game played
and following the rules for each respective game.
There are many ways in which the player winnings pool
can be allocated using a pari-mutuel format. For example, the
account server 400 can identifY a predetennined nuntber of
top players, such as five , for the completed game and divide
the player winnings pool among the top players in proportion

to the amounts wagered. For card games, portions of the
player winnings pool can be divided into separate portions
ass igned to particular types of hands, such as full houses and
flushes in poker. A portion of each player winnings pool can
also be allocated to a special big winner pool that is won by a
player after an exceptional or unique result playing a game,
such as a royal flush in poker or picking an extraordinary
number of correct numbers in keno . Winning the big winner
pool can be reserved to players that elect to have a portion of
theirwagergo to the big winner pool, such as in a progressive
wagering system. Other payout schemes from the player winnings pool are also possible.
The account server 400 then distributes the entire player
winnings pool to the eligible player or players by crediting the
deposit/winnings account of each winning player (step 618).
The identification of the winners of the game and the distribulion of the player winnings pool is performed in real-lime.
When the player has finished playing the game, he or she may
continue to play in subsequent games or he or she may exit the
game by using the appropriate button or touch-screen command on the player tenninal1 00 to eject the personal identillcation card (step 620). Tbe player may then return to a
cashier's cage or remote cashier's terminal. The account
server 400 continuously records and reports the amount
remaining in the player's deposit/winnings account in realtime and, after proper identification has been presented to the
cashier's terminal 410 , the player can redeem the balance of
his or her funds (step 622).
In addition to the networked configuration described
above, it is also possible to run the cashless video game
system in an Internet environment. In such an environment,
sinlilar to the system described above, the player goes to a
website and sets up an account with identification and verification information, as well as available funds for wagers. The
player account information can be stored on the web server
supporting the website. To play a game, a page at the website
displays the games offered, and the player selects which game
to play. At a regular interval, the selected game is played
among all of the players committed to enter the selected
game, and the wagers of each player are collected and placed
in the player winnings pool, after the appropriate takeout has
been subtracted from the gross wagers pool. At the end or
each game, the winners are determined, and the accotmts of
the determined winners are credited with the winnings from
the player winnings pool.
The following description provides more detailed explanations of particular inter-player games using a pari-mutuel
format. Each of these games, as described above, progress at
regular, pre-established time sequences, regardless of
whether or not any player wagers are made. Since the games
operate continuously, players do not activate a game from any
one of the player temtinals 100. Further, in each game, participating players compete with one another for winnings and
the gan1ing operator has no stake in the outcome of a particuJar game.
For Pari-Mutuel 5-Card Draw Poker, the video display 212
of each player termina l! 00 displays five playing cards, with
each card in a facedown position. The video display 212 also
contains a separate display showing the wager amount, the
player's combined deposit/winnings account, and the number
of seconds before the next game begins. A player determines
his or her wager antount, and presses a button or a touchscreen command on the display 212 to indicate when he or she
is ready to enter the next game offered.
At regularly scheduled intervals, the game server 102 randomly generates five playing cards, which are displayed on
the video display 212, with each card in a face-up posi tion.
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The player now has a fixed period of time to hold or discard
player tenninals entered in the same game. Depending on the
any or all ofthese five cards . After the player has made his or
rules for each game, the player winnings pool may be distribher hold/discard selections, the game server 102 replaces the
uted to the best hand among the players entered in the game,
or to multiple winners in each game, using a pari-mutuel
cards that are discarded. If the player does not complete his or
her selections within the allotted time period, all cards which 5 format. Each winning hand is appropriately highlighted or
displayed on a player's terrninal100.
have been affirmatively discarded will be replaced automatiFor Pari -Mutuel Omaha Hold 'Em Poker, the video display
cally; all other cards will be deemed to be held by the player.
After the draw has occurred, the five cards in the player's
212 of each player terminal100 displays nine playing cards,
hand will be evaluated against the hands on other player
with each card in a facedown position. The video monitor also
terminals 100 entered in the same game. Each winning hand 10 contains a separate display showing the wager amount, the
player's combined deposit/winnings account, and the number
is appropriately highlighted or displayed on a player's termiof seconds before the next game begins. A player determines
nal. Depending on the rules for the game, the player winnings
his or her wager amount, and presses a button or a touchpool may be distributed to the best hand among the players
entered in the game, or to multiple winners in each game,
screen command on the video display 212 to indicate when he
using a pari-mutuel format.
15 or she is ready to enter the next game offered.
At regularly scheduled intervals, the game server 102 ranFor Pari-Mutuel 7-Card Stud Poker, the video display 212
domly generates nine playing cards, which are displayed on
of each playerterminal100 displays seven playing cards, with
the video display, with each card in a face-up position. Four of
each card in a facedown position. The video display 212 also
the cards are the player's private cards; the other five cards are
contains a separate display showing the wager amount, the
player's combined deposit/winnings account, and the nun1ber 20 considered community cards. The five community cards are
displayed on all player terminals 100 enrolled in the current
of seconds before the next game begins . A player determines
his or her wager amount, and presses a button or a touchgame; these cards are identical for all players competing
screen command on the video display 212 to indicate when he
against each other in the same game. The player now has a
fixed period of time to indicate which five cards (of the four
or she is ready to enter the next game offered.
At regularly scheduled intervals, the game server 102 ran- 25 private cards and the five community cards displayed) he or
domly generates seven playing cards, which are displayed on
she wants to hold. The player must select two of the four
the video display 212, with each card in a face-up position .
private cards and then selects any three cards from the comThe player now has a fixed period of time to indicate which
munity cards to make a best hand of five cards. The four
five cards (of the seven cards displayed) he or she wants to
remaining private ar1d community cards are discarded. If the
hold. The two remaining cards are discarded. If the player 30 player does not complete his or her selections within the
does not complete his or her selections within the allotted
allotted time period, the two private cards and the three comtime period, the five cards with the highest value are automuni ty cards with the highest value are automatically
matically selected; the two remaining cards are discarded.
selected; the four remaining cards are discarded.
After this process has been completed, the five cards in
After this process has been completed, the five cards in
each player's hand are evaluated against the hands on other 35 each player' s hand are evaluated against the hands on other
player tem1inals 100 entered in the same game. Depending on
player terminals entered in the same game. Depending on the
the rules for each game, the player winnings pool may be
rules for each game, the player winnings pool may be distribdistributed to the best hand among the players entered in the
uted to the best hand among the players entered in the game,
game, or to multiple winners in each game, using a parior to multiple winners in each game, using a pari-mutuel
mutuel format. Each winning hand is appropriately high- 40 format. Each winning hand is appropriately highlighted or
lighted or displayed on a player's terminallOO.
displayed on a player's terminal100.
For Pari-Mutuel Texas Hold 'Em Poker, the video display
For Pari-Mutuel Pai Gow Poker, the video display 212 of
212 of each player terminal] 00 displays seven playing cards,
each player terminal 100 displays seven playing cards, with
with each card in a facedown position. The video display 212
each card in a facedown position. The video display 212 also
also contains a separate display showing the wager amount, 45 contains a separate display showing the wager amount, the
the player's combined deposit/winnings accmmt, and the
player's combined deposit/winnings account, and the number
number of seconds before the next game hegins. A player
of seconds before the next game begins. A player determines
determines his or her wager amount, and presses a button or a
his or her wager amount, ar1d presses a button or a touchtouch-screen command on the video display 212 to indicate
screen conunand on the display to indicate when he or she is
when he or she is ready to enter the next game offered.
50 ready to enter the next game offered.
At regularly scheduled intervals, the game server 102 ranAt regularly scheduled intervals, the game server 102 randomly generates seven playing cards, which are displayed on
domly generates seven playing cards, which are displayed on
the video display 212, with each card in a face-up position.
the video monitor, with each card in a face-up position. The
Two of the cards are the player's private cards ; the other five
player now has a fixed period of time to "set" his or her hands
cards are considered community cards . The five community 55 by arranging the cards into a high hand with five cards and a
cards are displayed on all player tenninals 100 enrolled in the
low hand with two cards. When setting the two hands, the five
current game; these cards are identical for all players comcard high hand shall be equal to or higher in rank than the two
peting against each other in the same game. The player now
card low hand. For example, if the two card low hand contains
has a fixed period oftime to indicate which five cards (of the
a pair of four's, then the five card high hand shall contains at
l\vo private cards and the five community cards displayed) he 60 least a pair of four's in the ranking of the cards, under tradi or she wants to hold, to make the best hand. The two remaintiona! pai gow poker rules. If the player does not complete his
ing cards are discarded. If the player does not complete his or
or her selections within the allotted time period, the high and
her selections within the allotted time period, the five cards
low hands are automatically selected in a manner which prowith the highest value are automatically selected; the two
vides the player with the highest ranking under the rules of the
remaining cards are discarded.
65 game.
After this process has been completed, the five cards in
After this process has been completed, the high and low
each player's hand are evaluated against the hands on other
hands for each player are evaluated against the high and low
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display also contains a separate display showing the wager
hands for other player terminals entered in the same game.
amount, the player's combined deposit/winnings account,
Depending on the rules for each game, the player winnings
and the number of seconds before the next game begins. A
pool may be distributed to the best high and low hand among
player selects a pre-detennined amount of numbers, deterthe players entered in the game, or to multiple winners in each
game, using a pari-mutuel format. Each winning high and low
mines his or her wager amount, and presses a button or a
touch-screen command on the video display 212 to indicate
hand is appropriately highlighted or displayed on a player's
when he or she is ready to enter the next game offered. A
terrrilnal1 00.
player also may have his or her numbers randomly selected at
For Pari-Mutuel Bingo, the video display 212 of each
each player terminal tOO through the initiation of a "Quick
player terrrilnall 00 displays one or more bingo cards, each
displaying a pre-determined set of numbers. The video dis- 10 Pick" function .
At regularly scheduled intervals, the game server 102 ranplay 212 also contains a separate display showing the wager
domly generates a pre-determined amount of numbers from
amount, the player's combined deposit/winnings account,
an infinite or finite pool of numbers. The numbers chosen by
and the number of seconds before the next game begins. A
the game server 102 are simultaneously di splayed on the
player selects the bingo card (or cards) which he or she wants
to play, determines his or her wager amount, and presses a 15 matrix, grid, box, or ticket on the video monitor of each
player's temlinal. Numbers matclling a player' s selected or
button or a touch-screen conunand on the video display 212 to
"Quick Pick" numbers are highlighted on the matrix, grid,
indicate when he or she is ready to enter the next game
box, or ticket on each player's terminal tOO .
offered.
After this process has been completed, the number of sucAt regularly scheduled intervals, the game server 102 randomly generates a pre-detem1ined amount of numbers from 20 cessful numeric matches displayed on each player's terminal
100 will be evaluated against the number of successful
an infinite or finite pool of numbers. TI1e numbers chosen by
numeric matches displayed on other player terminals 11111
the game server 102 are simultaneously displayed on the
player's video monitor. Numbers matching or covering the
entered in the same game. Depending on the rules for each
game, the player winnings pool may be distributed to the
player's numbers on each selected bingo card are highlighted
25 largest number of nun1eric matches among the players
on each player's terminal tOO.
After this process has been completed, the bingo card or
entered in the game, or to multiple wirmers in each game,
cards displayed on each player's terminallOO will be evaluusing a pari-mutuel format. Each winning matrix, grid, box,
or ticket is appropriately highlighted or displayed on a playated against the bingo cards displayed on other player termier's terminal tOO.
nals 100 entered in the same game. Depending on the rules for
each game, the player winnings pool may be distributed to the 30
For Pari-Mutuel Pull-Tabs, the video display 212 of each
best bingo card among the players entered in the game, or to
player terminal 100 displays one or more covered pull-tab
multiple winners in each game, using a pari-mutuel format.
cards . The video display 212 also contains a separate display
showing the wager amount, the player's combined deposit/
Each winning bingo card is appropriately highlighted or displayed on a player's terminal100.
wiJmings account, and the number of seconds before the next
For Pari-Mutuel Keno, the video display212 of each player 35 game begins. A player selects the pull-tab card or cards which
terminal 100 displays a matrix, grid, or box with up to 80
he or she wants to play, determines his or her wager arnotmt,
numbers . The video display 212 also contains a separate
and presses a button or a touch-screen command on the video
display showing the wager amount, the player's combined
display 212 to indicate when he or she is ready to enter the
deposit/winnings account, and the number of seconds before
next game offered.
the next game begins. A player selects up to 20 numbers, 40
At regularly scheduled intervals, the game server 102 randetermines his or her wager amount, and presses a button or a
domly generates a pre-detennined amount of numbers, symtouch-screen command on the video display 212 to indicate
bols, or colors from an infinite or finite pool of numbers,
when he or she is ready to enter the next ga me offered. A
symbols, or colors . The numbers, symbols, or colors chosen
player also may have his or her numbers randomly selected at
by the game server 102 are simultaneously viewed as an
each player temlinallOO through the initiation of a "Quick 45 uncovered pull-tab card and displayed as combinations of
Pick" function.
fruit, bars, bells, jewels, animals, flags, stars, sevens, or other
At regularly scheduled intervals, the game server 102 ransymbols or colors on the video display 212 of each player's
domly generates up to 20 numbers from a pool of80 numbers .
terminal tOO .
The numbers chosen by the game server 102 are simultaAfter this process has been completed, the pull-tab card or
neously displayed on the matrix, grid, or box on each player's 50 cards displayed on each player' s terminal100 will be evaluvideo display 212. Numbers matching a player's selected or
ated against the pull-tab cards displayed on other player ter"Quick Pick" numbers are highlighted on the matrix, grid, or
minals 100 entered in the same game. Depending on the rules
box on each player's ternlinal100.
for each game, the player winnings pool may be distributed to
After this process has been completed, the number of sucthe best pull-tab card among the players entered in the game,
cessful numeric matches displayed on each player's tenninal 55 or to multiple winners in each game, using a pari-mutuel
100 will be evaluated against the number of successfi.1l
format . Each winning pull-tab card is appropriately highnumeric matches displayed on other player tenninals 100
lighted or displayed on a player's terminallOO.
entered in the same game. Depending on the rules for each
For Pari-Mutuel Single- or Multi-Line, the video display
game, the player winnings pool may be distributed to the
212 of each playerterminallOO contains a matrix or box with
largest number of numeric matches among the players 60 3, 6, or 9 numbers, symbols, or colors. TI1e video display 212
entered in the game, or to multiple wiJmers in each game,
also contains a separate display showing the wager arnount,
using a pari-mutuel fom1at. Each winning matrix, grid, or box
the player's combined deposit/winnings account, and the
is appropriately highlighted or displayed on a player's tenninumber of seconds before the next game begins. A player
nallOO.
selects a pre-determined amount of numbers, symbols, or
For Pari-Mutuel Lotto, the video display 212 of each player 65 colors, determines his or her wager amount, and presses a
terminal! 00 displays one or more matrices, grids, boxes, or
button or a touch-screen command on the video display 212 to
tickets displaying a pre-determined set ofnumbers. The video
mdicate when he or she is ready to enter the next game
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offered. A player also may increase his or her wager by
selecting up to 3 horizontal , 3 vertical, and 2 diagonal lines of
3 nlllllbers, symbols, or colors each and wagering I unit for
each combination chosen or for the entire field of play.
At regularly scheduled intervals, the game server 102 randomly generates 3, 6, or 9 numbers, symbols, or colors from
an infinite or finite pool of numbers, symbols, or colors. The
numbers, symbols, or colors chosen by the game server 102
are simultaneously displayed as fruit , bars, bells, jewels, animals, flags , stars, sevens, or other symbols or colors on the
video monitor of each player' s terminal100.
After this process has been completed, the combinations of
numbers, symbols, or colors displayed on each player's terminal 100 will be evaluated against the combinations of numbers, symbols, or colors displayed on other player terminals
100 entered in the same game. Depending on the rules for
each game, the player winnings pool may be distributed to the
best combination of numbers, symbols, or colors among the
players entered in the game, or to multiple winners in each
game, using a pari-mutuel format. Each winning combination
of numbers, symbols, or colors is appropriately highlighted or
displayed on a player's terminal 100.
For Pari-Mutuel Blackjack, the video display 212 of each
player terminal 100 displays two playing cards, with each
card in a facedown position. The video display 212 also
contains a separate display showing the wager amount, the
player's combined deposit/winnings account, and the number
of seconds before the next game begins. A player determines
his or her wager amount, and presses a button or a touchscreen command on the video display 212 to indicate when he
or she is ready to enter the next game offered.
At regularly scheduled intervals, the game server 102 randomly generates two playing cards, which are displayed on
the video monitor, with each card in a face-up position. The
player now has a fixed period of time to indicate whether he or
she wants an additional card or cards to improve his or her
total count under regular blackjack rules. Under certain circumstances, the game rules also may permit the player to
"double down," "split," "surrender," or otherwise increase or
change his or her wager amount. After the player has made his
or her requests involving additional cards and/or wagers, the
game server 102 provides randomly generated cards until !he
player's total count exceeds 21 or the player decides to
"stand." If the player does not complete his or her requests
within the allotted time period, additional cards are not provided, and the total count of the cards which are remaining is
the player's final count for the game.
After this process has been completed, the total cotmt and
the cards in each player's hand will be evaluated against the
total count and the cards on other player terminals 100 entered
in the same game. Depending on the rules for each game, the
player winnings pool may be distributed to the best hand or
hands among the players entered in the game, with tied winning hands sharing the pool equally. Alternatively, the game
rules can provide for multiple winners in each game, using a
pari-mutuel format. Each winning hand is appropriately highlighted or displayed on a player's terminal100.
This description describes the presently preferred embodiments and methods of the present invention, but those skilled
in the art would recognize that various changes and modifications may be made, and equivalents may be substituted
without departing from the scope of the invention.
For example, the figures and description include a game
server as a separate device for generating random numbers for
the player tenninals associated with that game server. Each
player terminal could also maintain its own random number
generator. In tllis embodiment, the random number genera-

tors in each player terminal would preferably be synchronized to provide a random number at a predetennined interval , just as described above for the separated random number
generator in a game server. A random number generator could
also be provided in the central control network 104 rather than
in a separate game server. As a further example, the central
control network may maintain its own game server.
In addition, many modifications may be made to adapt a
particular element, technique or implementation to the teachings of the present invention without departing from the scope
of the invention. Therefore, this invention should not be limited to the particular embodiments and methods disclosed
herein, but that the invention include all embodiments falling
within the scope of the appended claims.
The foregoing description of a preferred embodiment of
the invention has been presented for purposes of illustration
and description. lt is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit
the invention to the precise form disclosed, and modifications
and variations are possible in light in the above teachings or
may be acquired from practice of the invention. The embodiment was chosen and described in order to explain the principles of the invention and as practical app lication to enable
one skilled in the art to utilize the invention in various
embodiments and with various modifications are suited to the
particular use contemplated. It is intended that the scope of
the invention be defined by the claims appended hereto and
their equivalents.
What is claimed is:
1. A method of operating one or more games of chance for
a plurality of players with one or more computers, comprising:
identifYing at least two players participating in a selected
one of the games of chance at the expiration of a predetermined time period at the beginning of every gan1e of
chance;
establishing at the one or more computers a wager pool for
each selected game of chance, the wager pool including
a total of wager amounts from each of the identified
players at one or more physical locations;
reducing the wager pool by a takeout amount that corresponds to a predetermined percentage of the wager pool ;
generating one or more mndom numbers;
detennitling one or more winners of the selected game of
chance based on the one or more random numbers;
calculating the amount of winnings for the determined one
or more winners using a non-predetermined payout
amount in wllich players compete with one another in
the selected game of chance for winnings; and
distributing, at the end of each game of chance, all of the
funds from the wager pool for each wager type to the
deternlined one or more winners of the selected game of
chance, wherein a portion of a player's wager is not
deducted as a takeout amount at a player terminal but
instead is deducted when the player's wager is combined
with wager amounts from other players to establish the
wager pool,
wherein players cannot alter a start time of any of the
offered games of chance from any player terminal ;
wherein all of the games of chance operate continuously
in pre-established time sequences and regardless of
whether or not wagers have been made by any player;
and wherein a monetary value that corresponds to all of
the funds of the wager pool that are distributed at the end
of each game to the one or more winners does not change
in value based on winnings made in previous and future
games participated in by one or more of the plurality of
players .
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ing total of wager amounts from each player participat2. A method according to claim 1, wherein the distributing
ing in the selected game of chance at one or more physiincludes allocating funds from the wager pool in accordance
with a non-fixed odds payout schedule.
callocations;
3. A method according to claim 1, wherein the distributing
receiving one or more random numbers ;
includes allocating funds from tl1e wager pool based on a
converting the one or more random numbers into one or
pari-mutuel format in proportion to the wager amount of each
more numbers, colors, symbols or cards in accordance
determined winner.
with the selected game;
4. A method according to claim 1, further comprising:
receiving an indication of whether fue player has won the
storing account information for each player, the account
selected game of chance in which players compete with
information including an amount of available funds for 10
one another in the selected game of chance for winnings;
each player; and
and receiving at least a portion of the funds from the
crediting the amount of avai table funds in the account
wager pool if the player is a winner of the selected game
information of each player determined to be a winner of
of chance, wherein all of the funds of the wager pool are
tl1e selected game of chance.
distributed to winners of the selected game of chance for
5. A method according to claim 4, wherein the account 15
each wager type at the end of each game of chance,
information for each player further includes player identifiwherein a portion of a player's wager is not deducted as a
cation information and identification verification in.fonnatakeout amount at a player terminal but instead is
tion, and
deducted when the player's wager is combined with
wherein the identifying includes:
wager amounts from other players to establish fue wager
receiving player identification information and identifica- 20
pool,
tion verification infonnation from a player;
wherein players cannot alter a start time of any of the
identifying the account information for the player from the
received player identification information; and
offered games of chance from any player terminal;
verifying that the player can participate in the selected
wherein all of the games of chance operate continuously in
game of chance based on the identified account infor- 25
pre-established time sequences and regardless of
mation of the player and the received identification veriwhether or not wagers have been made by any player,
fication information,
and wherein a monetary value that corresponds to all of
wherein no paper currency, coins, debit cards or credit
the fw1ds of the wager pool that are distributed at the end
cards are input to the one or more computers in order to
of each game to the one or more winners does not change
allow the at least two players to participate in the 30
in value based on winnings made in previous and future
selected game of chance.
games participated in by one or more of the plurality of
6. A method according to claim 4, furfuer comprising
players.
deducting, by the one or more computers that do not corre14.Amethod according to claim13, wherein the amount of
spond to terminals on which fue at least two players are
participating in the selected game of chance, the amount of 35 the funds received from the wager pool is determined in
accordance with a non-fixed odds payout schedule.
available funds in the account information of each of the
15.A method according to claim 13, wherein the amount of
identified players by the wager amount of each respective
the funds received from the wager pool is based on a pariplayer.
mutuel fom1at in proportion to the wager amount of the
7. A method according to claim6, wherein the deduction is
40 player.
made prior to the gan1e of chance being played.
16 . A method according to claim 13, further comprising:
8. A method according to claim 1, further comprising:
submining account infom1ation for the player, the account
displaying a list of each of the one or more games of chance
infom1ation including an amount of available funds for
in which a player may participate; and
receiving a selection of which game of chance a particular
the player, wherein the amount of the funds received
45
player desires to play.
from the wager pool is credited to the amow1t of avail9. A method according to claim 8, wherein the displayed
ab le funds in fue account information of the player if the
player is determined to be a winner ofthe selected game
list of games of chance includes at least one of poker, keno,
bingo, pulltabs and blackjack.
of chance.
10. A method according to claim 1, wherein a player is
17. A method according to claim 16, wherein the amount of
dependent on the participation of other players in the same 50 available funds in the account information of the player is
game of chance for the purpose of determining the amount of
deducted, by the one or more computers that do not correwinnings a player receives if detennined to be a winner of the
spond to terminals on which the at least two players are
selected game of chance.
participating in the selected game of chance, by the wager
amount of the player.
11. A method according to claim 1, further comprising
18. A method according to claim 17, wherein the deduction
converting the one or more random numbers into one or more 55
numbers, colors, symbols or cards in accordance with the
is made prior to the game of chance being played.
selected game of chance.
19. A method according to claim 13, further comprising:
12. A metl10d according to claim 1, wherein the wager pool
displaying a list of each of the one or more games of chance
in which a player may participate.
does not receive losing player wages after one or more winners of the selected game of chance are determined.
60
20 .A method according to claim 19, wherein the displayed
13. A method of operating, at a computer, one or more
list of games of chance includes at least one of poker, keno,
bingo, pulltabs and blackjack.
games of chance for a plurality of players, comprising:
selecting at the computer which one of the games of chance
21. A method according to claim 13, wherein the player is
in which to partici pate at the expiration of a predeterdependent on the participation of other players in the same
mined time period;
65 game of chance for the purpose of detennining the amount of
entering a wager amount, which is placed in a wager pool
the funds received from the wager pool if the player is a
for each selected game of chance, the wager pool includwinner of the selected game of chance.
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22 . A method according to claim 13 , further comprising
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28. A game system according to claim 27, wherein the

converting the one or more random numbers into one or more
account information for each player further includes player
numbers, colors, symbols or cards in accordance with the
identification infonnation and identification verification
information, and
selected game of chance.
wherein the accounting logic is further configured to
23. A method according to claim 13, wherein the wager
receive player identification information and identificapool does not receive losing player wages after one or more
tion verification information from a player, to identify
wim1ers ofthe selected game of chance are determined.
the account information for the player from the received
24. A game system for operating one or more games of
player identification information, and to verify that the
chance for a plurality of players, the game system compris10
player can participate in the selected game of chance
ing:
based on the identified account information of the player
a processor; and
and the received identification verification information
a memory, coupled to the processor, comprising a plurality
of logic units, each logic unit including a plurality of
wherein no paper currency, coins, debit cards or credit
cards are input to the one or more computers in order to
instructions executed by the processor, the memory 15
allow the at least two players to participate in the
comprising:
selected game of chance.
accounting logic configured to identify at least two players
29 . A game system according to claim 28, wherein the
participating in a selected one of the games of chance at
accounting logic is further configured to deduct the amount of
the expiration of a predetennined time period at the
beginning of every game of chance;
20 avai lable funds in the account information of each of the
central processing logic configured to establish a wager
identified players by the wager amount of each respective
pool for each selected game of chance, the wager pool
player.
30. A game system according to claim 29, wherein the
including a total of wager amounts from each of the
identified players at one or more physical locations, and
deduction is made prior to the game of chance being played.
31. A game system according to claim 24, wherein the
reduce the wager pool by a takeout amount that corre- 25
sponds to a predetermined percentage of the wager pool ;
displayed list of games of chance includes at least one of
and game logic configured to generate one or more ranpoker, keno, bingo, pulltabs and blackjack.
32. A game system according to claim 24 , wherein a player
dom numbers,
wherein the accounting logic is further configured to deteris dependent on the participation of other players in the same
mine one or more winners of the selected game of 30 game of chance for the purpose of determining the amount of
chance based on the one or more random numbers and to
winnings a player receives if determined to be a winner of the
distribute at the end of each game of chance all of the
selected game of chance.
funds from the wager pool for each wager type to the
33. A game system according to claim 24, wherein the
determined one or more winners of the selected game of
game logic is further configured to convert the one or more
chance in which players compete with one another in the 35 random numbers into one or more numbers, colors, symbols
selected game of chance for winnings,
or cards in accordance with the selected game of chance.
wherein a portion of a player's wager is not deducted as a
34. A game system according to claim 24, wherein the
takeout amount at a player terminal but instead is
wager pool does not receive losing player wages after one or
deducted when the player' s wager is combined with
more winners of the selected game of chance are detennined.
wager amounts from other players to establish the wager 40
35. A player terminal for playing one or more games of
pool,
chance with a plurality of players, comprising:
wherein players cannot alter a start time of any of the
a processor; and
offered games of chance from any player terminal ;
a memory, coupled to the processor, comprising a plurality
wherein all of the games of chance operate continuously
of instructions executed by the processor, the plurality of
in pre-established time sequences and regardless of 45
instructions configured to:
whether or not wagers have been made by any player,
select which one of the games of chance in which to parand wherein a monetary value that corresponds to all of
ticipate at the expiration of a predetermined time period;
the ftmds of the wager pool that are distributed at the end
enter a wager amount, which is placed in a wager pool for
of each game to the one or more winners does not change
each selected game of chance, the wager pool including
in value based on winnings made in previous and future 50
a total of wager amounts from each player participating
games participated in by one or more of the plurality of
in the selected game of chance at one or more physical
players .
locations ;
25. A game system according to claim 24, wherein the
receive one or more random numbers ;
accounting logic is further configured to allocate funds from
convert the one or more random numbers into one or more
the wager pool in accordance with a non-fixed odds payout 55
numbers, colors, symbols or cards in accordance with
schedule.
the selected game of chance;
26. A game system according to claim 24, wherein the
receive an indication of whether the player has won the
accatmting logic is further configured to allocate funds from
selected game of chance in which players compete with
the wager pool based on a pari-mutuel format in proportion to
one another in the selected game of chance for winnings;
the wager amount of each detem1ined witmer.
60
and receive at least a portion of the funds from the wager
27. A game system according to claim 24, wherein the
pool if the player is a wim1er of the selected game of
accounting logic is further configured to store account inforchance, wherein all of the fi.Jnds of the wager pool for
mation for each player, the account infonnation including an
each wager type are distributed to willilers of the
amount of available ftmds for each player, and to credit the
selected game of chance at the end of each gan1e of
amotmt of available funds in the account infom1ation of each 65
chance,
player determined to be a winner of the selected game of
wherein a portion of a player's wager is not deducted as a
chance.
takeout amount at a player tenninal but instead is
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deducted when the player's wager is combined with
able funds in the account infonnation of the player if the
player is determined to be a winner of the selected game
wager amounts from other players to establish the wager
of chance.
pool,
39. A player terminal according to claim 38, wherein the
wherein players cannot alter a start time of any of the
amount of available funds in the account information of the
offered games of chance from any player terminal ;
player is deducted, by the one or more computers that do not
wherein all of the games of chance operate continuously
correspond to terminals on which the at least two players are
in pre-established time sequences and regardless of
participating in the selected game, by the wager amount of the
whether or not wagers have been made by any player,
player.
and wherein a monetary va lue that corresponds to all of
40 . A player terminal according to claim 39, wherein the
10
the funds of the wager pool that are distributed at the end
deduction is made prior to the game of chance being played.
of each game to the one or more winners does not change
41. A player terminal according to claim 35, the memory
in value based on winnings made in previous and fi.rture
further comprising an instruction configured to :
games participated in by one or more of the plurality of
display a list of each of the one or more games of chance in
players.
which a player may participate.
15
36 . A player terminal according to claim 35, wherein the
42. A player terminal according to claim 41 , wherein the
amount of the funds received from the wager pool is deterdisplayed list of games of chance includes at least one of
mined in accordance with a non-fixed odds payout schedule.
poker, keno, bingo, pulltabs and blackjack.
37. A player terminal according to claim 35, wherein the
43. A player terminal according to claim 35, wherein the
amount of the funds received from the wager pool is based on 20 player is dependent on the participation of other players in the
a pari-mutuel format in proportion to the wager amount of the
same game of chance for the purpose of determining the
player.
amount of the funds received from the wager pool if the player
38. A player terminal according to claim 35, the memory
is a winner of the selected game of chance.
further comprising instructions configured to:
44. A player terminal according to claim 35, wherein the
submit accoun t information for the player, the account 25 wager pool does not receive losing player wages after one or
information including an amount of available funds for
more winners of the selected game of chance are detennined.
the player, wherein the amount of the funds received
from the wager pool is credited to the amount of avail* * * * *

